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Development of a refined illumination and reflectance approach for optimal construction 1 

site interior image enhancement  2 

 3 

Abstract:  4 

Purpose - Images taken from construction site interiors often suffer from low illumination and 5 

poor natural colors, which restricts their application for high-level site management purposes. 6 

The state-of-the-art low-light image enhancement (LIME) method provides promising image 7 

enhancement results. However, they generally require a longer execution time to complete the 8 

enhancement. This study aims to develop a refined image enhancement approach to improve 9 

execution efficiency and performance accuracy. 10 

Design/methodology/approach - To develop the refined illumination enhancement algorithm 11 

named enhanced illumination quality (EIQ), a quadratic expression was first added to the initial 12 

illumination map. Subsequently, an adjusted weight matrix was added to improve the 13 

smoothness of the illumination map. A coordinated descent optimization algorithm was then 14 

applied to minimise the processing time. Gamma correction was also applied to further enhance 15 

the illumination map. Finally, a frame comparing and averaging method was used to identify 16 

interior site progress. 17 

Findings - The proposed refined approach took around 4.36 to 4.52 seconds to achieve the 18 

expected results while outperforming the current LIME method. EIQ demonstrated a lower 19 

lightness-order-error (LOE) and provided higher object resolution in enhanced images. EIQ 20 

also has a higher structural similarity index (SSIM) and peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), 21 

which indicated better image reconstruction performance.  22 

Originality - The proposed approach provides an alternative to shorten the execution time, 23 

improve equalization of the illumination map and provide a better image reconstruction. The 24 

approach could be applied to low-light video enhancement tasks and other dark or poor jobsite 25 

images for object detection processes. 26 

Keywords: Enhanced image quality; Low-light image enhancement; Indoor; 27 

Photogrammetry; Illumination map; Construction site 28 

 29 

 30 
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1. Introduction 31 

Delayed interior works in construction projects have bottleneck effects on succeeding activities 32 

such as the impact on the overall project completion, cost overruns (Gurevich and Sacks, 2014) 33 

and ineffective work-in-progress management while resulting in further schedule delay (Omar 34 

and Nehdi, 2016). Timely evaluation of interior construction works based on reliable sources 35 

(site data or information) is essential, which not only can minimize disputes over completed 36 

works, but also generates precise information for project control and management (Golparvar- 37 

Fard et al., 2016; Memarzadeh et al., 2013). The advancement in photogrammetry and 38 

computer vision techniques in the past two decades have provided a unique opportunity to 39 

apply high-precision approaches to capturing and assessing the site images for construction 40 

progress monitoring (Fard and Peña-Mora, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009, Omar and Nehdi, 2016; 41 

Alizadehsalehi and Yitmen, 2019; Kopsida et al., 2015). However, the interior construction 42 

environment often encounters practical issues related to lighting conditions (low illumination, 43 

fluctuating lighting levels) and the sensitivity of the region-of-interest (ROI), which makes the 44 

application of indoor photogrammetry more challenging than outdoors to assess the progress 45 

(Lukins and Trucco, 2007;  Fathi and Brilakis, 2012;  Hamledari et al., 2017;  Golparvar-Fard 46 

et al., 2019; Borin and Cavazzini, 2019; Deng et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2021). Reducing or 47 

removing occluding noise and blocking objects from interior images can be challenging due to 48 

poor and dim lighting in indoor locations. The captured objects under such conditions are often 49 

difficult to perceive using current vision-based techniques (Franco-Duran and Guillermo, 50 

2016). Site images having poor visual quality could affect the robustness and accuracy of high- 51 

level tasks (image segmentation, object detection) (Franco-Duran and Guillermo, 2016; Kropp 52 

et al., 2017; Kropp et al., 2016). 53 

The current research on the application of photogrammetry in the construction discipline has 54 

paid less attention to improving fundamental tasks such as low-light image enhancement 55 

(LIME) (Ekanayake et al., 2021). Image enhancement involves image processing techniques 56 

to highlight key information, eliminate some secondary information and improve the quality 57 

of identification. Also, the processing technique must ensure that the images are at a high- 58 

quality level required for visual recognition systems (Guo et al., 2017; Oneata et al., 2014). 59 

Illumination map smoothing is one of the most effective ways to enhance the illumination of 60 

low-light images. The classic image enhancement algorithm LIME method (Guo et al., 2017) 61 

utilizes an efficient mathematical model to smooth the illumination map. Even though it has 62 

demonstrated prominent image enhancement performance in recent years, there are still 63 
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limitations in terms of execution efficiency and accuracy metrics. Ren et al. (2018) and Li et 64 

al. (2018) adopted the classic LIME mathematical model to increase the performance of low- 65 

light images. However, these developments significantly increased the running time. The 66 

recognition and detection of objects in construction projects must be done in a short time. 67 

Therefore, this paper intended to develop a refined approach to efficiently reconstruct and 68 

enhance low-light images taken from interior construction environments. It was also 69 

envisioned to reduce image processing time, and achieve an optimal balance between 70 

illumination and reflectance without losing the readability as well as details for the use of 71 

construction monitoring and coordination purposes. A mathematical modification to LIME, 72 

named enhanced illumination quality (EIQ) was developed to obtain an optimally equalized 73 

illumination map during the reconstruction of the images. The proposed approach employed 74 

the coordinate descent method to solve the developed mathematical model and reduce the 75 

computation time. The gamma correction technique was also added as a supplementary step to 76 

prevent overexposure in the reconstructed images. The combination of EIQ, coordinate descent 77 

method and gamma correction brings novelty to image enhancement and provides high-quality 78 

images with higher efficiency and accuracy. It also provides an opportunity to develop efficient 79 

object detection and indoor progress tracking in the dark construction site.  80 

2. Literature Review 81 

2.1 Background 82 

With the availability of affordable high-resolution digital surveillance cameras and accessories 83 

along with having enhanced bandwidth capacity, the capturing and sharing of a large number 84 

of construction images has been facilitated (Lu and Lee, 2017; Golparvar-Fard et al., 2015). 85 

Digital cameras have been used in construction sites primarily for security and marketing 86 

purposes. Their application has been extended for verifying the progress and other project 87 

management purposes because of its cost-effective and easy-to-use aspect (Fini et al., 2021). 88 

However, imaging technologies require a favourable environment and rely on good 89 

illuminance. The significant light difference in a single frame, especially when captured from 90 

an indoor environment, is a key concern, which could result in images possibly containing both 91 

highly bright and very dark areas at the same time. This affects the resolution of images while 92 

significantly degrading the performance of algorithms that are primarily designed for high- 93 

quality image data. The frames captured from surveillance cameras often require pre- 94 

processing before becoming valuable and distinguishable data.  95 
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Lighting conditions in dynamic construction job sites, particularly interior environments, are 96 

often affected by back-lights, shadows and artificial light sources, which makes the application 97 

of photogrammetry challenging (Kropp et al., 2013; Kropp et al., 2014; Vincke et al., 2019; 98 

Ekanayake et al., 2021). Images taken in the low-light area suffer from low visibility, low 99 

contrast and high-level noise (Li et al., 2018). The backlight primarily generated by the external 100 

natural lighting entering the site causes different exposure and strong light gradient in site 101 

images, which constrain feature extraction (Kropp et al., 2013). Raising the camera’s gain 102 

setting and enhancing the amplification of the signal from the camera sensor are often adopted 103 

to capture sufficiently bright images of a dark scene. However, this could add more noise to 104 

the image. Increasing the capturing time is another conventional approach to enhance the 105 

brightness of the image, although this can result in motion blur if the camera does not perfectly 106 

stand still. The contrast in dark areas is considered another challenge in the application of 107 

photogrammetry in interior construction environments. The images often suffer from problems 108 

of under-or over-exposure, depicting the overlap between dark and bright areas.  109 

Adopting and modifying visual recognition algorithms for each lighting condition (Hamledari 110 

et al., 2017; Franco-Duran and Guillermo, 2016) and removing image noise (e.g., temporary 111 

moving objects) (Brilakis et al., 2010; Wu, 2011) are still major challenges encountered in pre- 112 

processing dark images in congested interior construction sites. For example, Deng et al. 113 

(2020) demonstrated that images taken in low resolution or under poor light conditions were 114 

unsuitable for classifier training and in the development of an automated progress monitoring 115 

model for tiling works in construction projects. Fathi and Brilakis (2012) pointed out that poor 116 

lighting conditions are a major barrier to obtaining consistent image analysis in photography 117 

while having few common features among multiple images. During the development of the 4D 118 

augmented reality model for automating construction progress, Golparvar-Fard et al. (2019) 119 

also found that poor illumination in the construction site environments makes it difficult to 120 

perform consistent analysis of the imagery. Borin and Cavazzini (2019) assessed the condition 121 

of the reinforced concrete bridges with a combined machine learning approach (BIM and 122 

photogrammetry) and found that photos of damaged concrete taken in low-light conditions 123 

were undetectable. In addition, during the development of an advanced image-based 3D 124 

reconstruction method for construction progress monitoring, Xue et al. (2021) found that the 125 

intensity of light and shadows had a significant impact on image quality. Poor lighting results 126 

in blurry images that are unsuitable for high-level tasks such as progress monitoring. Therefore, 127 
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recent research suggested that addressing low visibility, high-level noise and low contrast in 128 

low-light images is critical 129 

2.2 Low-light image enhancement (LIME) technique 130 

To address general image enhancement challenges, Guo et al. (2017) proposed the LIME 131 

technique to improve images taken in low-lighting conditions (Guo et al., 2017). LIME is based 132 

on the Retinex theory (Land, 1977), which divides images into two pixel-wise components 133 

(reflectance and illumination). Its goal is to improve the visual quality of photos by brightening 134 

and enhancing as well as displaying details that are kept out of sight in the darkness. In 135 

summary, LIME (Loh et al., 2019) helps to develop statistical modelling and distribution of 136 

low-light image intensities as well as high-frequency coefficients for enhancing the contrast 137 

and brightness of the photos (Huang et al., 2013; Łoza et al., 2013). LIME also provides a 138 

transformation model that employs parameterized functions to carry out the transformation 139 

mapping of images from dim- to bright-light spaces while preserving contextual information 140 

(Wu, 2011; Fu et al., 2012; Li et al., 2020). LIME smoothest out the illumination map through 141 

a mathematical model. According to Retinex theory (Land, 1977), images can be divided into 142 

two factors, i.e., reflection and illumination (Figure 1). 143 

𝑳𝑳 = 𝑻𝑻 ○ 𝑹𝑹  (1) 

where L and R are the captured image and the desired recovery, respectively. T represents the 144 

illumination map and the operator ‘○’ refers to element-wise multiplication.  145 

According to the Retinex theory, the LIME method estimates an illumination map to enhance 146 

low-light images. LIME accomplishes this by first estimating the initial illumination map and 147 

then smoothing it to enhance image visual quality. Generally, LIME considers the following 148 

assumptions to estimate the illumination map: 149 

1) The estimated illumination map (𝑇𝑇) does not differ much from the initial illumination 150 

map (𝑇𝑇�) (to maintain image illumination). 151 

2) In an estimated illumination map (𝑇𝑇), the value for each pixel should be as close as possible 152 

to the neighbor pixels (to enhance image quality and smoothness). 153 

Although minimizing the difference between illumination values of neighbor pixels could 154 

improve the visual quality in an estimated illumination map (𝑇𝑇), a big difference between the 155 

illumination value of each pixel and its corresponding value in  𝑇𝑇�  might make the image very 156 

dark. Therefore, the LIME approach attempted to balance the two above-mentioned issues to 157 
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enhance illumination while maintaining image readability. Accordingly, LIME uses the 158 

following mathematical model to estimate the illumination map. 159 

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝑻𝑻
�𝑻𝑻� − 𝑻𝑻�𝑭𝑭

𝟐𝟐 + 𝜶𝜶‖𝑾𝑾 ○𝛁𝛁𝑻𝑻‖𝟏𝟏  (2) 

where 𝛼𝛼 is a coefficient which balances the involved two terms and ‖𝑇𝑇 ̂ −𝑇𝑇‖𝐹𝐹  and ‖𝑊𝑊 ○ 𝛻𝛻𝑇𝑇‖1 160 

represent Frobenius and 𝑙𝑙1norms, respectively. W is the weight matrix and ∇𝑇𝑇 is the first-order 161 

derivative filter, which only contains ∇ℎ𝑇𝑇(horizontal) and ∇𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇(vertical). 𝑇𝑇�  represents the initial 162 

illumination map. LIME uses the following relation to estimate the initial illumination map (𝑇𝑇�) 163 

(Figure 1). 164 

where R, G, and B represent the intensity of light in the red, green, and blue channels, 165 

respectively. In the objective function (Eq. 2), the first phrase aims to preserve the initial 166 

illumination map (𝑇𝑇�) while the second phrase aims to make it smoother. In other words, the 167 

first phrase guarantees the brightness and the second phrase guarantees the visual quality of 168 

enhanced images.  169 

Despite these achievements, the current LIME approach has a few limitations related to the 170 

hand-crafted manipulations on the illumination map, the involvement of various parameter 171 

tuning tasks and over-enhancement, which affects the performance and execution efficiency 172 

(Li et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018; Ren et al., 2018). A deficiency of LIME is attributable to the 173 

phrase ‖𝑊𝑊○∇𝑇𝑇‖1  as it is not differentiable. This issue significantly increases the computation 174 

time because the optimal point in non-smooth models is irregular. For example, Ren et al. 175 

(2018) developed a joint LIME and denoising model via decomposition in a successive image 176 

sequence, with the goal of simultaneously enhancing low illumination images and removing 177 

inherent noise issues. Li et al. (2018) proposed a robust Retinex model that explicitly predicted 178 

the noise map out of the robust Retinex model while simultaneously estimating a structure- 179 

revealed reflectance map and a piece-wise smoothed illumination map. However, the model 180 

developed by Li et al. took a longer running time to complete the image enhancement (Li et 181 

al., 2018). In addition, LIME traditionally has limitations in considering the illumination factor, 182 

which could result in some information being lost while processing low-light images. It is 183 

noteworthy to highlight that the Retinex theory is not adopted for estimating illumination.  184 

To overcome the issue abovementioned, an option is to convert this phrase into a quadratic 185 

phrase. There are a number of simple and fast methods for solving quadratic models, including 186 

𝑻𝑻�(𝒙𝒙) ← 𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝒄𝒄∈{𝑹𝑹,𝑮𝑮,𝑩𝑩}

𝑳𝑳𝒄𝒄(𝒙𝒙) (3) 
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Newton's method (Coleman and Li, 1996) and the coordinate descent method (Hildreth, 1957). 187 

For this reason, LIME uses Eq. (4) to approximate the phrase ‖𝑊𝑊○∇𝑇𝑇‖1  to a quadratic phrase. 188 

‖𝑾𝑾○𝛁𝛁𝑻𝑻‖𝟏𝟏 = 𝐥𝐥𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝜺𝜺→𝟎𝟎+

�� �
𝑾𝑾𝒅𝒅(𝒙𝒙)(𝜵𝜵𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻(𝒙𝒙))𝟐𝟐

|𝜵𝜵𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻(𝒙𝒙)| + 𝜺𝜺
𝒅𝒅∈{𝒗𝒗,𝒉𝒉}𝒙𝒙

�

 

 
(4) 

As a result, the approximation of Eq (2) can be written as: 189 

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝑻𝑻
�𝑻𝑻� − 𝑻𝑻�𝑭𝑭

𝟐𝟐 + 𝜶𝜶�� �
𝑾𝑾𝒅𝒅(𝒙𝒙)(𝜵𝜵𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻(𝒙𝒙))𝟐𝟐

|𝜵𝜵𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻(𝒙𝒙)| + 𝜺𝜺
𝒅𝒅∈{𝒗𝒗,𝒉𝒉}𝒙𝒙

� 
(5) 

This approximation can have a negative effect on the smoothness of the illumination map (𝑇𝑇). 190 

In this study, we proposed to add another quadratic expression to Eq (5) to improve the lost 191 

smoothness while addressing the shortcoming. We also proposed to provide a better 192 

approximation of the phrase ‖𝑊𝑊○∇𝑇𝑇‖1  by reduce the number of calculations. Finally, a 193 

coordinate descent method was added to reduce the processing time of the proposed model. 194 

A better approximation of Eq (5) was proposed to reduce the computational volume. By 195 

considering 1
|𝛻𝛻𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)|+𝜀𝜀

 as a constant value and integrating it into 𝛼𝛼 (𝜶𝜶′ ← 𝛼𝛼 1
|𝛻𝛻𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)|+𝜀𝜀), the Eq (5) 196 

can be converted to the following quadratic equation: 197 

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝑻𝑻
�𝑻𝑻� − 𝑻𝑻�𝑭𝑭

𝟐𝟐 + 𝜶𝜶′ �� � 𝑾𝑾𝒅𝒅(𝒙𝒙)(𝜵𝜵𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻(𝒙𝒙))𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅∈{𝒗𝒗,𝒉𝒉}𝒙𝒙

� 
(6) 

In practice, the value of 1
|𝛻𝛻𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)|+𝜀𝜀

 for different images are approximately equal to 100. 198 

Therefore, it is suggested that the 𝜶𝜶′ value in Eq (6) be approximately 100 times the 𝛼𝛼 value in 199 

Eq (5). 200 

The weight matrix is another factor that affects the computation time of image enhancement. 201 

Guo et al. (2017) proposed a weighting strategy in which every element of matrix 𝑊𝑊 equates 202 

to one. This strategy reduces the computation time of the model. Using this strategy, Eq (6) can 203 

be rewritten as follows:  204 

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝑻𝑻
�𝑻𝑻� − 𝑻𝑻�𝑭𝑭

𝟐𝟐 + 𝜶𝜶�� � (𝜵𝜵𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻(𝒙𝒙))𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅∈{𝒗𝒗,𝒉𝒉}𝒙𝒙

� 
(7) 

The reduction to quadratic form and the adoption of a simple strategy for the weight matrix in 205 

Eq (7) can have negative effect on the smoothness of the illumination map (𝑇𝑇). 206 
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2.3 Gamma correction and background subtraction 207 

Gamma correction is another critical element of preprocessing, in which a picture decoding 208 

technique is applied to establish the relationship between the numerical value of a pixel and its 209 

real luminance (Bull, 2014). The value of gamma (𝛾𝛾) is usually determined experimentally by 210 

achieving a calibration performance through the imaging system with a full spectrum of 211 

established luminance values (Chang and Reid, 1996). Often the imaging device does not have 212 

direct access to such calibration. Many commercially available digital cameras adopt different 213 

gamma values. However, the process does not always ensure the linearity of the photos taken 214 

(Bull, 2014). Therefore, eliminating these nonlinearities before successive image processing 215 

would be beneficial (Farid, 2001). Gamma correction can be used to reduce the light effect by 216 

altering the pixel value. These preprocessing techniques can improve feature extraction, point 217 

matching and subsequent vision measurement (Xu et al., 2009). We further applied a simple 218 

but effective gamma correction technique to the proposed model to ensure that the achieved 219 

equalization of the illumination map does not lead to overexposure in some of the reconstructed 220 

images. This assisted in precisely capturing the luminance variation. Even though many digital 221 

cameras available in the market dynamically adjust the gamma values, this does not necessarily 222 

lead to an optimal luminance. Hence, further calibration of the images is needed. That is 223 

particularly applicable to the time-lapse cameras which are mounted in an indoor site 224 

environment. 225 

Images taken in interior construction settings are generally shot in extremely low light with 226 

limited illumination and therefore, these images are subjected to noise (Li et al., 2020). 227 

Frequently changing scenes such as congested interior construction sites further accelerate the 228 

problem of noise in the images. Static or moving site operatives, machines, equipment and 229 

tools all contribute to the noise. Therefore, another important consideration in the 230 

preprocessing of on-site images is identifying moving foreground objects and distinguishing 231 

them from the non-moving background.  232 

A background subtraction technique, named frame differencing (FD) has been developed to 233 

help identify illumination, motion and geometry background changes in the images (Kartika 234 

and Mohamed, 2011). After a camera is mounted at the designated location to capture the view, 235 

a background model is determined by collecting the dominant pixel values from the frames. To 236 

detect the moving objects in the frames, the foreground objects are identified by finding the 237 

pixel value discrepancies between existing frames and the background model exceeding a 238 
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threshold (Park and Brilakis, 2012a). Background subtraction can be used to detect all objects 239 

in motion regardless of their appearance. FD has been employed in several studies to detect 240 

moving objects in exterior construction environments. It has also been experimented as the part 241 

of two post-processing techniques, including adaptive threshold and shadow detection in hue, 242 

saturation and value (HSV) color space for exterior environments (Kartika and Mohamed, 243 

2011). For example, Park and Brilakis (2012b) identified and localized site operatives in video 244 

frames by incorporating various methods, including background subtraction, the histogram of 245 

oriented gradients (HOG) and the HSV color histogram  (Park and Brilakis, 2012). A variety 246 

of cues, including motion, shape, and color were adopted to reduce the detection regions for 247 

moving objects (e.g., humans and equipment) on site. Park et al. (2012) also applied a similar 248 

approach in tracking equipment by detecting and identifying each equipment entity. 249 

Memarzadeh et al. (2013) proposed a combined HOGs and hue–saturation colors for automated 250 

2D recognition of workers and equipment from site videos. The experimental results showed 251 

that FD in combination with such techniques can distinguish moving objects in exterior 252 

construction environments from other static objects with no shadow (Memarzadeh et al., 2013). 253 

Both the gradient orientations and hue–saturation colors were established. The results were 254 

combined and depicted on the HOG + C Descriptors. These applications illustrate the 255 

effectiveness of FD for on-site tracking purposes in an exterior construction environment. 256 

However, changes associated with dynamic scenes, such as shadows, illumination and in- 257 

camera/digital noise could lead to a lower object detection accuracy. Given the above insight, 258 

FD will be applied in this study to examine the effectiveness of the image enhancement hybrid 259 

approach for the LIME task. In this paper, we attempted to ameliorate the execution speed and 260 

optimize the accuracy of the illumination map. The model refinement started with the use of 261 

an initial illumination map, the brightness values of adjacent pixels as well as the average initial 262 

illumination map. The approach resulted in a more equalized illumination map by developing 263 

the refined LIME approach named EIQ. The details of our approach will be elaborated in the 264 

next section. 265 

3. Methodology 266 

The proposed refined LIME approach, named EIQ, is presented in this section. First, the 267 

framework of the proposed method is presented, followed by the development of the refined 268 

LIME model. Subsequently, the experiment settings of the proposed approach are presented.  269 

3.1. Framework overview  270 
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Following the state-of-the-art LIME approach based on the traditional Retinex theory 271 

developed by Guo et al. (2017), we implemented the proposed method by first estimating the 272 

initial illumination map for the input low light colour image L. In order to reduce the 273 

computational time, this phrase was converted into a quadratic phrase by adding a quadratic 274 

expression. Subsequently, an adjusted weight matrix was generated to improve the smoothing 275 

of the initial illumination map (T ̂). To minimise the processing time, the initial illumination 276 

map (T ̂) was further refined by adding a coordinate descent optimization algorithm. To achieve 277 

the equalization of the illumination map while having no overexposure in the reconstructed 278 

image at the same time, gamma correction was applied to enhance the illumination map 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾. 279 

The input variables in this process include the initial illumination map (T ̂), whereas the output 280 

variables include the estimated illumination map (T) and an enhanced (R) (Figure 1). Next, a 281 

heat map was developed by a cumulative sum of the light differences between contiguous 282 

frames. It helps understand the magnitude of changes in lighting levels to interior site images 283 

in this experiment. Then, a comparing and averaging method was applied to identify the 284 

progress of the raised floor installation from the frames. 285 

 286 

Figure 1: Steps to enhance illumination of low-light images 287 

 288 

3.2. Introducing mathematical adjustments to optimise illumination map  289 
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To increase the smoothness of the illumination map (𝑇𝑇), the quadratic phrase 𝛽𝛽‖𝑊𝑊′ × (𝑇𝑇 − 290 

𝑀𝑀)‖𝐹𝐹2  was first added to Eq (7). 291 

where M is equal to the average values of the initial illumination map (𝑇𝑇�), O is a matrix whose 292 

elements are all equal to one, and β represents the equilibrium coefficient between the terms. 293 

𝑊𝑊′ in Eq (8) is called the adjusted weight matrix, which can be obtained from Eq (9). 294 

The phrase 𝛽𝛽‖𝑊𝑊′ × (𝑇𝑇 −𝑀𝑀 × 𝑂𝑂)‖𝐹𝐹2  in Eq (8) brings the illumination map (𝑇𝑇) values closer to 295 

the average of the initial illumination map (𝑇𝑇�). This can improve the smoothing of the 296 

illumination map compared to the LIME model (Eq 5). Therefore, this phrase can improve the 297 

uniformity of the illumination map (𝑇𝑇). By adding this phrase to the model, the approximation 298 

error used in the proposed model can be reduced.  299 

The main advantages of Eq (8) compared to Eq (2) (i.e. the state-of-the-art LIME discussed in 300 

previous section) are differentiability and quadratic stability, which makes the adjusted model 301 

more accurate and faster. In addition, Eq (8) is an unrestricted and convex model and thus, 302 

simple methods can be used to solve it. In order to reduce the processing time, a coordinate 303 

descent (CD) method was proposed to quickly solve the proposed mathematical model (Eq 8).  304 

The coordinate descent (CD) method is a classic iterative method for solving optimization 305 

problems (Hildreth, 1957). It is closely related to the Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi methods for 306 

solving a linear system. Depending on the nature of the problem, a number of variables are 307 

considered as parameters in each iteration of the CD method and the problem is then solved 308 

using these values. This idea reduces the size of the problem. Compared to a full-update 309 

method, such as the gradient descent and Newton’s method, the coordinate update is simpler 310 

and more efficient. The CD method also has lower memory requirements (Rahmani et al., 311 

2009). Therefore, the CD method and its variants, such as coordinate gradient descent, have 312 

become popular for solving large-scale problems under both convex and non-convex settings 313 

(Rahmani et al., 2009; Elad et al., 2007; Hong et al., 2017; Wright, 2015). As mentioned below, 314 

min
𝑇𝑇

 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) = �𝑇𝑇� − 𝑇𝑇�𝐹𝐹
2 + 𝛼𝛼�∑ ∑  𝛻𝛻𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)2𝑑𝑑∈{𝑣𝑣,ℎ}𝑥𝑥 � + 𝛽𝛽‖𝑊𝑊′ × (𝑇𝑇 −𝑀𝑀 ×𝑂𝑂)‖𝐹𝐹2   (8) 

𝑊𝑊′ =
1

�𝑇𝑇� −𝑀𝑀 × 𝑂𝑂�
1 + 𝜖𝜖

        (9) 
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a method based on CD can be formulated according to the nature of the proposed mathematical 315 

model (Eq 8). 316 

First, Eq (8) can be rewritten as follows: 317 

(10) 318 

If the optimal solution of the other variables of Eq (10) can be obtained except 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), then 319 

𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) remains as the only variable of relation Eq (10). As a result, the Eq (10) relation can be 320 

written as follows: 321 

 322 

 323 

 324 

(11) 325 

where 𝐶𝐶 represents a fixed value. Eq (11) is a quadratic univariate optimization problem. 326 

Therefore, using Eq (11), the optimal solution 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) can be easily obtained. Therefore, the 327 

second differentiable of Eq (11) was first calculated as follows: 328 

𝒈𝒈′′(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝟏𝟏𝟎𝟎 ≥ 𝟎𝟎 (12) 

 329 

The second derivative of Eq (11) is positive. Hence, the first derivative at the optimal point is 330 

equal to zero. Therefore, the optimal solution T(I,j) was obtained from the following linear and 331 

univariate equation: 332 

 333 

 334 

(13) 335 

By solving Eq (13), the optimal solution 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) can be obtained as: 336 

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝑻𝑻

��  𝒇𝒇(𝑻𝑻) = �𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻�(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)�
𝟐𝟐

+ 𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) × (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) −𝑴𝑴))𝟐𝟐
𝒏𝒏

𝒋𝒋=𝟏𝟏

𝒎𝒎

𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏

+  𝜶𝜶� �(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 − 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋)𝟐𝟐 + (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 + 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋))𝟐𝟐 + (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)
𝒏𝒏−𝟏𝟏

𝒋𝒋=𝟐𝟐

𝒎𝒎−𝟏𝟏

𝒊𝒊=𝟐𝟐

− 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 − 𝟏𝟏))𝟐𝟐 + (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 + 𝟏𝟏)𝟐𝟐 

 

𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋)

 𝒈𝒈(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) = �𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻�(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)�
𝟐𝟐

+ 𝟐𝟐(𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)

× (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) −𝑴𝑴))𝟐𝟐 + (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 − 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋)𝟐𝟐

+ (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 + 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋))𝟐𝟐 + (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)

− 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 − 𝟏𝟏))𝟐𝟐 + (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 + 𝟏𝟏)𝟐𝟐 + 𝑪𝑪 

 

𝒈𝒈′(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) = 𝟐𝟐(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻�(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)) + 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) × (𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) −𝑴𝑴) +  𝟐𝟐(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)

− 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 − 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝟐𝟐(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊+ 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝟐𝟐(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)

− 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 − 𝟏𝟏)) + 𝟐𝟐(𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) − 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊. 𝒋𝒋 + 𝟏𝟏) = 𝟎𝟎 
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𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) =
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)𝑴𝑴 + 𝟐𝟐𝜶𝜶(𝑻𝑻�(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 − 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊 + 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 − 𝟏𝟏) + 𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 + 𝟏𝟏))

𝟐𝟐 + 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝟖𝟖𝜶𝜶
 

(14) 

 337 

As seen in Eq (14), it is easy to find the optimal value 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) if the other values of the 338 

illumination map are known. This supports the notion of using a CD optimization algorithm to 339 

solve model (8). The EIQ algorithm developed in this paper was intended to iteratively solve 340 

the objective function presented by Eq (8) while using the above notion. The first component 341 

of the objective function (8) for 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇�  is equal to zero. In addition, for 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇�  the other two 342 

components of Eq (8) are also relatively small. Therefore, EIQ uses 𝑇𝑇�  as a starting point. If 343 

𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1 can be obtained from the repetition of 𝑡𝑡 − 1, then 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 must be calculated from Eq (17) and 344 

𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) for i and j. For the values of 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗), 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗), 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1) and 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 + 1) in Eq (15), 345 

the solution obtained from the previous iteration (𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1) was utilized. Therefore, 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) was 346 

obtained from the following equation: 347 

𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) =
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)𝑴𝑴 + 𝟐𝟐𝜶𝜶(𝑻𝑻�(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊 − 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊 + 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 − 𝟏𝟏) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 + 𝟏𝟏))

𝟐𝟐 + 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝟖𝟖𝜶𝜶
 (15) 

 348 

Before calculating 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) values, the 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗) and 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1) were also calculated. To 349 

accelerate the convergence process, it is suggested that in Eq (16), 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗) and 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1) 350 

should be used instead of 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗) and 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1). The proposed algorithm for 351 

calculating the value of 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) uses the following equation: 352 

𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) =
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)𝑴𝑴 + 𝟐𝟐𝜶𝜶(𝑻𝑻�(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊 − 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊 + 𝟏𝟏, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 − 𝟏𝟏) + 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 + 𝟏𝟏))

𝟐𝟐 + 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾′(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + 𝟖𝟖𝜶𝜶
 (16) 

 353 

• EIQ stop condition: The EIQ can continue until |𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡)− 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1)| < ϵ. However, 354 

verifying this condition in any algorithm iteration can be time-consuming. On the other 355 

hand, high accuracy is not required to enhance low-light images while using Eq (8).  356 

• Computational complexity of the EIQ: The computational complexity of EIQ is related to 357 

step 5. In step 5, the calculation of 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is in the order of 𝑂𝑂(1). The number of 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 358 

calculated in this step is equal to 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑚𝑚. Therefore, the computational complexity of step 359 

5 is equal to 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚). Given that the number of iterations of the algorithm is equal to t, the 360 

computational complexity of the whole algorithm is equal to 𝑂𝑂(𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚). Therefore, EIQ is a 361 

polynomial algorithm for solving mathematical model (8). 362 
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• Convergence of the EIQ: Suppose the solution generated by EIQ is  363 

𝑇𝑇0,𝑇𝑇1,𝑇𝑇2, … ,𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡. According to the calculation of 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), the 364 

𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇0),𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇1), 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇2), … ,𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡) sequence will follow a decreasing trend. On the other 365 

hand, 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) ≥ 0 for any desired 𝑇𝑇. The 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇0), 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇1), 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇2), … , 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡) sequence will be 366 

descending and finite. Therefore, the sequence will be convergent. As a result, we can 367 

obtain: 368 

∃𝑵𝑵 ∀ 𝒕𝒕 ≥ 𝑵𝑵 �𝒇𝒇(𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕+𝟏𝟏) − 𝒇𝒇(𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕)� < 𝝐𝝐 (17) 

From Eq (17) for each i and j, the following can be concluded:  369 

�𝒇𝒇 �𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕+𝟏𝟏(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒎𝒎,𝒏𝒏)� −  𝒇𝒇�𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒎𝒎,𝒏𝒏)��

≤ 𝝐𝝐 

(18) 

By putting ∆= 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡+1(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) −𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) it can be concluded that: 370 

�𝒇𝒇�𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + ∆, … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒎𝒎,𝒏𝒏)� −  𝒇𝒇�𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒎𝒎,𝒏𝒏)�� ≤ 𝝐𝝐 (19) 

So, we can obtain: 371 

𝐥𝐥𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦
∆→𝟎𝟎

𝒇𝒇�𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋) + ∆, … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒎𝒎,𝒏𝒏)� −  𝒇𝒇�𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋), … ,𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕(𝒎𝒎,𝒏𝒏)�
∆

= 𝟎𝟎 
(20) 

As a result: 372 

∀𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 
𝝏𝝏𝒇𝒇(𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕)
𝝏𝝏𝑻𝑻(𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)

= 𝟎𝟎  
 (21) 

Point 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 is an extremum for the function 𝑓𝑓. On the other hand, 373 

∀ 𝒔𝒔 ≤ 𝒕𝒕 𝒇𝒇(𝑻𝑻𝒔𝒔) ≥ 𝒇𝒇(𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕) (22) 

Therefore, 𝑓𝑓(𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕) is a minimum of 𝑓𝑓. 374 

According to the above discussion, the proposed method can significantly enhance the 375 

illumination of low-light images. 376 

After estimating the illumination map (𝑇𝑇) by the EIQ, the gamma correction technique was 377 

applied to adjust the illumination and reduce the light variation effect as follows: 378 
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where γ denotes the gamma code that was adjusted to correct luminance. The value of γ was 379 

determined experimentally by passing a calibration target with a full range of luminance values 380 

through the imaging system.  381 

The final task was to conduct background subtraction/frame differencing.  Two frames ( Frame 382 

A and Frame B) were compared based on Eq. (24) to determine the absolute difference. 383 

Upon the completion of the comparison, a threshold was applied to produce a binary change in 384 

the image. 385 

3.3 Experimental settings and performance evaluation parameters 386 

To evaluate the proposed approach, the refined LIME approach was scrutinized based on 387 

indoor construction activity images collected from a data centre construction project. Digital 388 

cameras were installed to collect time-lapse data from interior construction sites. The main 389 

interior construction activities in this project involved the installation of cold shell spaces into 390 

colocations, electrical rooms and uninterruptible power supply rooms. To evaluate the 391 

proposed approach, a total of 75 time-lapse images of an internally raised floor installation 392 

were collected via a surveillance camera. 393 

The experiments were conducted in MATLAB 2017 on a system having 16 GB  RAM and an 394 

Intel core i7 processor. The computation time for every frame was around 4 seconds while 395 

performing the EIQ and 1.75 seconds for the rest of the process. All of the developed codes are 396 

provided as supplementary materials. As the time-lapse interval was large (4 minutes), the 397 

overall time was found to be sufficient for the operation.  398 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed modifications on the LIME approach and quantify 399 

the effectiveness of the EIQ, three commonly used metrics, including 1) lightness-order-error 400 

(LOE) (Ying et al., 2017), 2) structural similarity index (SSIM) (Wang et al., 2004), and 3) 401 

peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) were chosen. They were used to measure i) the computation 402 

𝑇𝑇 ← 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 (23) 

absdifference(A,B) =  ��|A(i, j) −  B(i, j)|
ji

absdifference(A,B)

=  ��|A(i, j) −  B(i, j)|
ji

 
(24) 
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time, and ii) the content and structural similarity between the enhanced images generated from 403 

the proposed EIQ model and the current LIME method. LOE was used to evaluate the 404 

naturalness preservation. A lower LOE indicates better perseverance of the image naturalness 405 

after enhancement. In other words, the lower LOE the better the resolution of objects in 406 

enhanced images. The deviation from the original image was measured using SSIM and PSNR, 407 

with higher SSIM and PSNR values indicating better image reconstruction performance.  High 408 

SSIM and PSNR values mean that less changes are made to original images in the LIME 409 

process. Excessive changes to original images can change the properties and dimensions of the 410 

objects in enhanced images. Therefore, the higher the SSIM and PSNR, the better the object 411 

identification and detection. In this research, these three metrics are employed to evaluate the 412 

model performance. 413 

4. Results and Discussion: 414 

Figure 2 demonstrates the EIQ’s enhancement results (Figure 2(b)) of the low-light original 415 

image (Figure 2(a)). As shown in the figure, the enhanced image obtained higher brightness 416 

and readability. The sum of T is shown on the vertical axes. As previously mentioned, the 417 

gamma value must be changed to achieve the minimum luminance variation. Gamma 418 

correction was required for the low-light images taken on-site as the reflection of the artificial 419 

lighting resulted in high luminance variation on the investigated images.  420 

We also compared the proposed EIQ method with the results of the state-of-the-art LIME 421 

approach. Five enhanced low-light images (i.e. Images A to E) were randomly selected from 422 

our dataset for the performance comparison (Figure 3). The brightness of these images was 423 

enhanced by two methods (LIME and EIQ). According to the LOE metric, the resolution of 424 

objects in enhanced images by EIQ was better than LIME. Also based on SSIM and PSNR 425 

metrics, EIQ applies fewer changes to original images than LIME to increase brightness. 426 

Accordingly, the identification and detection of objects in enhanced images by EIQ can be 427 

compared to LIME (Figure 3).  428 

In addition to the image enhancement performance, efficiency is also an important factor to 429 

measure the performance of an algorithm. Figure 3 illustrates the calculation time performance 430 

of the proposed EIQ compared to LIME. The EIQ took 4.36–4.52 seconds to enhance sampled 431 

images, whereas LIME took 6.01–6.20 seconds to accomplish the enhancement task. This 432 

suggests that EIQ can efficiently improve the quality of images while preserving the natural 433 

colors and texture with high contrast. It also requires a shorter running time.  434 

435 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 436 

 437 

Figure 2: The illumination level of (a) original and (b) colour enhanced images 438 

 439 

 440 

 441 

 442 

 443 

 444 
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 446 

 Image A Image B Image C Image D Image E 

Original 

     

LIME       
LOE: 1,119 
SSIM: 0.5227 
PSNR: 7.82 
Running Time: 6.20 

LOE: 1,104 
SSIM: 0.5291 
PSNR: 7.90 
Running Time: 6.01 

LOE: 1,091 
SSIM: 0.5329 
PSNR: 7.95 
Running Time: 6.14 

LOE: 1,113 
SSIM: 0.5433 
PSNR: 8.11 
Running Time: 6.03 

LOE: 1,155 
SSIM: 0.5254 
PSNR: 8.02 
Running Time: 6.11 

EIQ      
LOE: 409 
SSIM: 0.5461 
PSNR: 8.27 
Running Time: 4.51 

LOE: 419 
SSIM: 0.5531 
PSNR: 8.40 
Running Time: 4.50 

LOE: 438 
SSIM: 0.5564 
PSNR: 8.45 
Running Time: 4.36 

LOE: 454 
SSIM: 0.5683 
PSNR: 8.70 
Running Time: 4.43 

LOE: 437 
SSIM: 0.5535 
PSNR: 8.69 
Running Time: 4.52 

 447 

Figure 3: Results of image naturalness, reconstruction performance, and running time of the 448 

state-of-the-art LIME and proposed EIQ (refined LIME) methods 449 

 450 

In this experiment, a heat map was generated by a cumulative sum of the light differences 451 

between adjacent frames to understand the magnitude of lighting level change in interior site 452 

images. The map demonstrated that the solar radiation outdoor caused a noticeable light 453 

difference between frames of these interior site images over time. The proposed EIQ managed 454 

to adjust the illumination and neutralized high variations caused by radiation of a light source 455 

or reflection on a glossy material. Figure 4 demonstrated the mechanism of EIQ to calculate 456 

the T matrix, which represented the difference of light between the sampled original images 457 

and the EIQ outputs. As depicted, the amount of enhanced light in a certain area (the fourth 458 
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column) has an inverse relationship with the amount of original light (the first column) in that 459 

area.  460 

461 

 462 
 463 

Figure 4: Examples of illumination heat map of T and W in EIQ 464 

 465 

The raised floor panels that were being installed were the objects of interest in this study. Other 466 

objects present in a frame that occlude a direct view of the raised floor are considered noise. 467 

Such noise should be removed before the post-processing stages. In contrast to the common 468 

interest of moving foreground, the objects of interest in this experiment are in the non-moving 469 

background, which must be separated from the moving objects present in the foreground. In 470 

order to remove the moving foreground objects, rather than using one frame, a sequence of 471 

frames was selected from the scene and the average of the frames was adopted to represent the 472 

image of the current time. Figure 5 depicts a frame-by-frame comparison and average method 473 

for identifying the progress of the raised floor installation. The progress was determined by 474 

identifying the difference between the works completed in two consecutive frames, including 475 

f’8 and f’9. Frame f’8 was the average of frame 8 and four neighbor frames before it (i.e., 476 

frames f’4–f’7), whereas f’9 was the average of the frame 9 and four neighbor frames after it 477 

(i.e., frames f’10–f’13). The window size in each batch contained five frames. As the images 478 

contain noise that is especially noticeable in a single frame, a sequence of frames was averaged 479 

and used in the frame comparison process.  480 
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Figure 5: Averaging frames for the raised floor installation progress checking 481 

Rather than using a single frame, a series of frames within a certain time window (e.g., tw=5) 482 

should be averaged. Figure 6 illustrates the methods to average a window of frames. The 483 

averaging was undertaken by computing an average RGB for each pixel of images across the 484 

window of frames. Frames f’12 and f’13 represented the average of two consecutive windows 485 

of frames, averaging the window of frames having tw=5 while ending at frame f’12 and starting 486 

at f’13. These two representative frames were compared to find the progress across the two 487 

windows of frames. As shown in Figure 6, a threshold was applied to produce a binary image 488 

of changes once the comparison was completed. Progress of construction activities could be 489 

presented by drawing contours extracted from the binary image. 490 

 491 
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 492 

  493 

 494 

 495 

 496 

 497 

Figure 6: Comparison of the averaged frames and binary images representing the change 498 

With recent advancements, deep learning-based image enhancement methods have shown 499 

great potential in image restoration and enhancement. The application of neural networks in 500 

enhancing low-light images has particularly received wide attention. Jiang et al. (2021) 501 

proposed EnlightenGAN, a low illumination enhancement approach based on an unsupervised 502 

generative adversarial network (GAN), that can be trained without low/normal-light image 503 

pairs. This method minimizes the dependency on paired training data and allows for larger 504 

varieties of images to be trained from different domains. Wang et al. (2021) proposed 505 

LighterGAN, a deep learning and generative adverisal network-based low illumination image 506 

enhancement model, which can minimise the image degeneration (insufficient illumination and 507 

light pollution) in the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). However, this method encountered 508 

issues of limited resolution and processing efficiency. Dufaux (2021) argued that technical 509 

challenges could remain in the supervised illumination enhancement. The supervised 510 

illumination enhancement approach requires a large and fully labelled training dataset and 511 

involves a time-consuming as well as expensive process (Dufaux, 2021). The deep learning 512 
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approach is often vulnerable to adversarial attacks (Dufaux, 2021; Akhtar and Mian, 2018). 513 

Therefore, it is difficult to achieve efficient outcomes having low complexity. Saxena and Cao 514 

(2021) also reported that the generative adversarial network was difficult to train. Issues such 515 

as mode collapse, non-convergence and stability are also common in the GANs training. 516 

Dufaux (2021) suggested that combining traditional processing techniques with deep learning 517 

models could generate a better outcome by enhancing low complexity solutions and preserving 518 

high image enhancement performance at the same time. To improve the accuracy and runtime 519 

performance of low-image enhancement, more research should be performed to extend the 520 

refined LIME approach and combine it with deep learning methods  521 

5. Conclusions 522 

The temporary lighting in indoor construction environments could result in varying indoor 523 

lighting conditions. These variabilities are exacerbated in the images taken from the scene for 524 

progress checking purposes. Low-light interior environments strongly affect high-level tasks, 525 

such as image segmentation and object detection while hindering the adoption of image 526 

processing algorithms for automatic indoor progress monitoring. Despite recent advancements 527 

in built-in features for calibrating digital cameras, images from on-site cameras with low 528 

illumination often suffer from degradations, such as varying lighting conditions in the presence 529 

of shadows, occlusions and highly cluttered scenes, which can result in false ROI detection. 530 

This study presented a novel hybrid EIQ algorithm and gamma correction to efficiently 531 

stabilize and reconstruct the quality of images collected at an actual indoor construction scene 532 

while maintaining an optimal balance between illumination and reflectance without losing the 533 

readability. 534 

Low-light images were segmented into scenes using EIQ according to their brightness 535 

component similarity. The EIQ offered a solution to expand the illumination of the site images 536 

and distinctly enhance image details. The reflection component in the images was further 537 

enhanced by gamma correction. The enhanced interior on-site images obtained by the proposed 538 

approach enabled the localization of the raised floor panels. The whole process took between 539 

4.36 to 4.52 seconds to achieve the expected results including image enhancement and frame 540 

differencing/comparing. In summary, the contributions of this study can be divided into three 541 

categories:  542 

• The proposed approach provided a faster (i.e. lower running time) LIME alternative with 543 

higher resolution (lower LOE) to improve object identification and detection capability 544 
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(higher SSIM and PSNR). EIQ was based on modifications made in the LIME 545 

mathematical modelling that resulted in improved efficiency (i.e., the average processing 546 

time is 27% faster than traditional LIME) and equalization of the illumination map during 547 

the reconstruction of images. Overexposure in the reconstructed images was prevented by 548 

merging gamma correction into the hybrid algorithm.  549 

• The proposed approach significantly improved the readability of dark construction images 550 

and enhanced raw quality images of construction site interiors. It also improved the object 551 

detection process for the construction progress monitoring and other on-site cost 552 

management tasks such as developing an automated on-site material tracking and counting 553 

method to evaluate the work in progress in low-light interior construction environments. 554 

The enhanced images could improve safety and security in the dark construction site 555 

environment while identifying intruders' faces and reading the license plates. The authors 556 

are currently utilizing the enhanced images developed in this study for automatic detection, 557 

classification and counting of building materials in a low-light indoor job site environment. 558 

• The proposed method can also be applied to other practical LIME applications in 559 

construction and engineering job site environment, including underwater work, sewer 560 

inspection and hazy exterior site conditions. 561 

Despite these achievements, one constraint remained that the camera’s position had to be 562 

known if the identified area within an image was to be aligned with its coordinates and positions 563 

in the digital model. The coordinate information of each endpoint of the boundary contour in 564 

the studied location and the plane project geometric information of the studied location (i.e., in 565 

x and y axes) are required. Low-light image enhancement has great practical significance in 566 

computer vision. The experimental results indicated that our approach was quantitatively 567 

efficacious and had great potential for low-light video enhancement tasks in interior 568 

construction activities and other low-light interior environments. Further research is required 569 

to validate the proposed method on various interior site conditions and considers the application 570 

of neural networks to enhance low illumination images in construction site.  571 
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